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Abstract
Quarks whose left- and right-handed chiral components are both singlets
with respect to the SU(2) weak-isospin gauge group, oer interesting physics
possibilities beyond the Standard Model (SM) already studied in many con-
texts. We here address some further aspects. We rst collect and update
the constraints from present data on their masses and mixings with conven-
tional quarks. We discuss possible eects on b ! s and Z ! b

b decays
and give fresh illustrations of CP asymmetries in B
0
decays diering dramat-
ically from SM expectations. We analyse singlet eects in grand unication
scenarios: d-type singlets are most economically introduced in 5+ 5

mul-
tiplets of SU(5), with up to three generations, preserving gauge coupling
unication with perturbative values up to the GUT scale; u-type singlets
can arise in 10+ 10

multiplets of SU(5) with at most one light generation.
With extra matter multiplets the gauge couplings are bigger; we give the
two-loop evolution equations including exotic multiplets and a possible extra
U(1) symmetry. Two-loop eects can become important, threatening uni-
cation (modulo threshold eects), perturbativity and asymptotic freedom of

3
. In the Yukawa sector, top-quark xed-point behaviour is preserved and
singlet-quark couplings have infrared xed points too, but unication of b and





In addition to the established three generations of quarks in the Standard Model (SM),
the possible existence of exotic singlet quarks (whose left and right chiral components are
both singlets with respect to the SU(2) weak isospin gauge group) has been raised in various
contexts. It was once questioned whether the b quark might be such a singlet, with no
doublet partner t [1]. One charge  
1
3
singlet quark appears naturally in each 27-plet fermion
generation of E
6




been variously motivated, as part of a new mass mechanism for top quarks [5] or as part of
a new supersymmetric gauge model with natural baryon-number conservation [6]. If they
exist, both kinds of singlet quarks can be produced via their strong and electroweak gauge
couplings; mixing with standard quarks then allows the mixed mass eigenstates to decay
via charged currents (CC) or neutral currents (NC) to lighter quarks q plus W or Z [3,4,7],
and also via Yukawa couplings to q plus Higgs bosons H [8,9]. Singlet quark production and
decay can therefore give characteristic new signals and modications of old signals, discussed
in the literature [3{5,7,8,10{16]. Possible indirect consequences of singlet-quark mixing for
avor-changing neutral currents (FCNC), avor-diagonal neutral currents (FDNC) and CP
violation have also been considered [5,17{26]
In the present paper we address some further aspects of singlet quark physics. We rst
collect and update the direct and indirect constraints on masses and singlet-doublet mixing
from present data, illustrating possible eects on b ! s and Z ! b

b decays and on CP







quarks on the renormalization group equations (RGE), on the unication and perturbativity
of gauge and Yukawa couplings, and on the exotic matter multiplets in GUT scenarios.
Section II introduces our notation and lists general basic properties of singlet quark
couplings and mixings with SM quarks. Section III addresses the 4  4 mixing matrix,
arising when one singlet mixes with three SM quarks, and extracts the full set of unitar-
ity constraints based on present limits on the CKM submatrix. Section IV discusses the
3
constraints implied by the absence of identiable signals from singlet-quark production and




and pp colliders. Section V considers tree and box diagram contribu-
tions to neutral meson-antimeson oscillations and the indirect constraints on singlet-quark
mixing from present data. Section VI addresses indirect constraints from FCNC and FDNC















limits; the topical cases b! s and Z ! b

b are discussed here. The global
FDNC constraints are comprehensive enough to have useful repercussions via unitarity, for
d-type singlet mixing. Section VII discusses CP asymmetries in neutral B decays, with
new illustrations of how d-type singlet mixing can give dramatic changes from SM expec-
tations. Section VIII, our major new contribution, analyses the possible roles of singlet
quarks in GUT scenarios. We show that d-type singlets are most economically introduced
in 5 + 5

multiplets of SU(5), with up to three generations, preserving gauge coupling
unication and perturbativity up to the GUT scale; u-type singlets can arise in 10 + 10

multiplets of SU(5) with at most one light generation. The presence of extra matter mul-
tiplets makes the gauge couplings bigger and two-loop eects potentially more important.
We give the two-loop evolution equations, including the eects of exotic matter multiplets
and a possible additional U(1)
0
gauge coupling, and show that two-loop eects can threaten
not only unication (where threshold eects may partly compensate) but also perturbativity
and asymptotic freedom of 
3
at large scales. In the Yukawa sector, top-quark xed-point
behaviour is preserved and singlet-quark couplings have infrared xed points too, but uni-
cation of b and  couplings is not possible in a three-generation E
6
model. Finally, Section
IX summarizes our conclusions while Appendices A and B contain some technical details.
II. BASIC PROPERTIES AND NOTATION
We shall generally denote singlet quarks by the symbol x, and SM quarks by q. More
specically, x
d














Y of the left and right chiral components, characterizing their
4















































































































is the Weinberg angle. Both SM and singlet quarks are color triplets and have
the same couplings to gluons g. Hence singlet quarks have pure vector gauge couplings to
g; ; Z (and zero coupling to W ); they are sometimes called \vector-like" or more precisely
\vector-singlet" quarks. They do not contribute to chiral anomalies.
(a) 2 2 quark mixing example
Yukawa interactions with Higgs elds generate quark masses and mixings. Mixing with
conventional quarks provides natural decay channels and is expected at some level, since new
quarks are necessarily unstable [27]. Suppose rst, for simplicity, that mass eigenstates q; x
arise from the mixing of just one SM quark eld q
0
with a singlet quark eld x
0
of the same








+h.c. mixing term as



























































. This is diagonalized by














































































=M . Note that SU(2)
L
gauge couplings relate exclusively to q
0
L
and hence are controlled by the left-handed mixing angle 
L
only.
The heavy mostly-singlet quark x can now decay to q
00








































where g is the SU(2) gauge coupling, g
Z





is the combination of light quarks







' 1 by assumption, this gives branching fractions in
the ratio B(x ! q
00
W )=B(x ! qZ) ' 2 up to phase space factors [3]. Furthermore, if the
























Hence the Higgs decay mode too is scaled by sin 
L
, and the three decay branching fractions
are in the ratios [8]
B(x! q
00
W ) : B(x! qZ) : B(x! qH) ' 2 : 1 : 1 (7)














can however be altered greatly if this mass ordering does not hold, or if there is large mixing
[8,12{14,16].
In general singlet quarks can mix with all SM quarks of the same charge, requiring a
more extended formalism. We rst consider scenarios with just one new singlet quark.





For the case of one charge  
1
3
singlet eld, mixing with the three SM elds of this
charge, we denote the mass eigenstate by d; s; b; x where the rst three are identied with
the known quarks (now carrying hitherto unsuspected singlet components) and x is still









the three orthonormal linear combinations of left
chiral components that are SU(2)
L














































































































































Here the 44 unitary matrix V generalizes the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix
V
CKM
. The top three rows of V control the SU(2)
L
gauge couplings of W and Z bosons;
the rst 3 rows and columns of V are precisely V
CKM




The Z couplings to the SU(2)
L












































Hence the FCNC couplings between the mass eigenstates q
i














































using the unitarity of V . Thus the FCNC coecients z
ij
are measures of non-unitarity in
V
CKM
































































































































If x is heavy enough that all the x! q
i
W and x! q
j
Z channels are open and all the phase
space factors are ' 1, then we can use unitarity to sum over i = u; c; t and j = d; s; b and




































































Hence for small mixing (jV
ox
j ' 1) we obtain
 (CC)= (FCNC) ' 2; (17)
a result proved earlier for two-quark mixing, modulo phase space factors.




Consider now one Q =
2
3
singlet eld mixing with the SM elds of the same charge and










be the three orthonormal linear combinations of left chiral components that
form SU(2)
L


















































































































The rst three rows of the unitary matrix
^
V control the SU(2)
L
couplings of W and Z; the
rst three rows and columns of
^
V are precisely V
CKM
(now generally non-unitary). The Z
8
couplings to the SU(2)
L











































and the FCNC couplings between mass eigenstates q
i



























































using the unitarity of
^
V . Here again the FCNC coecients z^
ij
are direct measures of non-
unitarity in V
CKM
































For standard u; c; t quarks, mixing with x again reduces left-handed FDNC and leaves right-
handed FDNC unchanged.











(d) One Q =  
1
3




















































































































) and remaining singlet Q =  
1
3




are as in (b) and (c) above. Charged-current
couplings are dened via the matrix
^
VV , where  is diagonal with elements 1, 1, 1, 0
down the diagonal;
^
VV generalizes the CKM matrix, its rst three rows and columns
being simply V
CKM
. For more general mixing parametrizations, see Refs. [18,20].
III. 4 4 MIXING MATRIX
(a) Experimental constraints
When extra quarks are mixed in, unitarity constraints no longer apply to the 3  3















0:9728   0:9757 0:218   0:224 0:002   0:005 ::
0:180   0:228 0:800   0:975 0:032   0:048 ::
0:0   0:013 0:0   0:56 0:0   0:9995 ::














However these numbers were obtained before the evidence for the top quark at Fermilab [29].
The presence of an apparent top quark signal in b-tagged events at, or even above, the
predicted SM rate [29,30], strongly suggests a dominant t! bW decay with jV
tb
j ' 1. With
this extra constraint, all the o-diagonal elements of the 4  4 quark mixing matrix V (or
^
V ) are necessarily small. One can then generalize the Wolfenstein parameterization
V
us












A(1    i) ; (26)






 B(  i) ; V
os
 B(   i ) ; V
ob
 B : (27)
Here the new parameters ; ; ; ; B are real and B is small (no hierarchy of these
elements is imposed here). Often it is more convenient to adopt a parameterization in terms
10




of small angles 
i
, setting cos 
i











































































































































Similarly, if this parameterization is applied to
^





























































Unitarity constraints on the 3 3 CKM matrix give linear three-term relations that can
be expressed graphically as triangle relations in the complex plane; see Fig. 1. With 4  4



















































For i 6= j these are expressible as quadrangle conditions in the complex plane. The rst three
terms in each case, however, are precisely the three sides of a triangle if CKM unitarity holds
(the most discussed example is Eq.(31) with i = b; j = d). Thus 4 4 unitarity replaces the















in certain avor-changing box diagrams (see below).
In the case of one Q =  
1
3
singlet quark, the squares of the elements in each row and
column of the 4  4 unitary matrix V sum to unity. Hence the experimental lower bounds


































Also each quadrangle must close, so the exotic fourth side is bounded by the sum of the














































Finally, when eventually we obtain upper bounds on jV
oj
j (j = d; s; b) from other data,


























(i = u; c; t). See Section VI(e) below.
In the case of one Q =
2
3
singlet quark, bounds on the CKM submatrix elements of the
mixing matrix
^
























































































































colliders, xx pairs can be produced directly via their  and Z couplings, and
xq or xq pairs via FCNC. The most stringent bounds at present come from the observed Z






15 MeV : (36)





, the partial widths for decay to one light plus one new quark are
 (Z !









































































) = 1:33 is a QCD factor. For each xq + xq contribution to remain within

































The partial widths for decays to xx pairs are


























































































In the limit of small singlet-doublet mixing, we have z
xx
' 0 or z^
xx



























































based simply on event shapes, set early limits m
t
> 44:5 GeV and m
b
0
> 45:2 GeV [32],








tt) < 20   30 MeV. Applying these limits to
13
singlet quarks gives a weaker result than Eq.(42) and about the same as Eq.(43); some
improvements could presumably be achieved with present much higher luminosities.
(b) Hadroproduction
At hadron colliders, xx pairs can be produced via QCD interactions exactly like SM
quark pairs. Their x ! q
0
W CC decays into lighter quarks give signals rather similar to
the t! bW signals that have been looked for in top-quark searches [29,30,33], although the
details may dier; they also have new decays into qZ and/or qH. We briey discuss some
examples.















the dominant decay mode is x
t
! bW while x
t





signals look exactly like

tt signals, including the presence of taggable b-jets in the
nal state. Lower bounds on m
t
such as the D0 result [30] m
t




Recently published evidence for t





production, but electroweak radiative corrections [34] already indicate a top mass near the
observed value, making t

t production the most likely interpretation. However, if there is an























decay dominantly via x
b
! bZ; bH with the tW mode suppressed, escaping the usual top






early CDF limits on the remaining Z signals imply a bound m
x
b
> 85 GeV [13]. This
scenario gains fresh interest [16] from hints of possible excess tagged Z plus four jet events
at the Tevatron [29].








) for simplicity, so that they are produced equally. If x
b
is lighter
than this, the singlet signal rates will be correspondingly higher. For the singlet decay we



















mixing, so that  (x
b
! bZ) '  (x
b
! bH). For b-tagging
eciency, we assume 
b
= 0:2 to be the probability for tagging a single b-quark; then the
probability for tagging a b














= 0:59. Our discussion is simplied in that we neglect fake tags,
assume b-tags are uncorrelated, and assume 100% acceptance. Then the probabilites for
dierent nal state congurations including b-tagging are












bb(``)(bb) 0:067  0:59 = 0:040
summing over ` = e;  channels. The rst numerical factor on the right is the branching
fraction and the second factor is the b-tagging probability. Thus the leptonic W=Z event





scenarios (A) and (B) are
N(tt! W
`
+ 4j with tag)=N(xx! Z
``
+ 4j with tag) ' 2:7(A) or 3:5(B): (44)
In contrast, the QCD electroweak background ratio is [35]
N(QCD! W
`
+ 4j with tag)=N(QCD ! Z
``
+ 4j with tag) ' 10   14: (45)





mixing mostly with d would decay by x ! uW; dZ; dH in









signals would be reduced roughly by a factor 2 for single-lepton channels and by a factor 4
for dilepton signals, compared to a top quark of the same mass; however, for smaller m
x
the








there is no reduction.
But there is now no b-quark to tag. Examination of earlier top-quark searches without a b-
tag [30,33], scaling down the top-quark expectations by some factor between 1 and 4, shows








is denitely excluded, and probably some adjacent
ranges of m
x
too, but more cannot be said without detailed analysis. Similar conclusions
apply to x
s









with u or c; there are small dierences between these cases, such as the lepton spectrum [10]
and the taggability of c-quarks, but they do not change the overall conclusion.
(iv) Decays outside the detector. The distinctive x-quark signals will be lost if x decays
outside the detector. If we assume typical Lorentz factors   2 and require that the mean
decay distance `
D











































































. If these conditions hold for all light quark avors i; j , then singlet decay signals











At ep colliders, singlet quarks can be produced by the same g fusion processes as SM
quarks; Zg fusion is also possible (at reduced rates due to reduced Zxx couplings) but Wg
fusion is only possible via mixing. However, the reach of the HERA collider for new quark
detection is much less that that of the Tevatron [36] so this is not a promising avenue for
singlet discovery.
(d) Summary
The LEP mass bounds Eqs.(42)-(43) are virtually unconditional. Hadroproduction
bounds are much stronger in particular cases [e.g. m
x
> 85 GeV (131 GeV) if the decays
x! qZ (x! qW ) dominate completely], but assume implicitly that the mixing with lighter
quarks is not so extremely weak that x decays outside the detector [typied by o-diagonal












V. NEUTRAL MESON-ANTIMESON OSCILLATIONS
The existence of new singlet quarks can aect neutral meson-antimeson oscillations in two
dierent ways, through FCNC tree-levelZ exchange and through box diagrams, illustrated in












singlet that generates the FCNC couplings of Eqs. (10){(11); more generally, such
FCNC eects of Q =  
1
3





























option in the loop, along with corresponding reductions in the original three generation















eects from Q =  
1
3






case. The association of singlets with
their mixing eects is summarized in Table I.
(a) Z-exchange contributions


































is the bag factor (B = 1 is the vacuum satu-
ration approximation) and 
B
 0:55 is a QCD factor. (We assume the QCD correc-
tion is the same for both the Z-exhange contributions and for the box diagram contri-






























, respectively. Actually this FCNC process contributes co-
herently with the SM box diagrams. We shall here assume very conservatively that the
singlet-quark Z-exchange contributions do not exceed the measured values. Then from
the measurements [37] jmj
K



































































are given in Ref. [18,22,25]) and on z^
uc
in Ref. [26]. For jmj
B
s
there is only an






j. We take the D and










= 0:131 GeV and
f
K
= 0:160 GeV, and set B = 1 and  = 0:55 in all cases. Taking the lower bound B =
1
3
instead would raise the limits above by a factor
p
3.
(b) New box diagram contributions
In the case of box diagram contributions, the constraints on the mixing are rather dier-















































is a box-integral factor (see e.g. Ref. [39]), and the eect of adding an extra singlet
























































, so the prediction for jmj is
eectively unchanged in this x; t mass-degenerate limit. Only if x is much heavier than t







The Q =  
1
3






mixing are potentially more interest-
ing, because d; s and b are relatively light compared to the allowed mass scale for x. Here


















































A similar bound is noted in Ref. [40] for mixing a fourth-generation b
0
quark, that is essen-
tially equivalent to singlet mixing in this context. It is expected that a future sample of
10
8
reconstructed D's would have a factor 20 improvement in sensitivity to m
D
, and would
consequently give a factor  4   5 more sensitivity to the above mixing. Note that SM
short- and long-distance contributions are far below this sensitivity [41,42].
The parameter 
K





































= 2:27  10
 3









































Experimental measurements on FCNC decays imply constraints on the FCNC Z cou-







has a Z-mediated diagram if a Q =  
1
3



















































After subtracting the contribution for the  intermediate state (an imaginary decay am-






CL) on the contribution to the branching fraction from the real part of the decay amplitude.







































are not pure CP =  1 states). Requiring















) < 5:9 10
 6













































































































































oscillations in Eq.(51). Upper limits




+hadrons branching fractions [44], suggesting
20
an inclusive upper limit of order (1  2) 10
 3
(although no explicit value is quoted); such





0:2   0:3, possibly competitive with Eq. (61) but
much weaker than Eq. (50).
(d) B ! s(d) decays
The rare decays B ! s(d) have also been considered [24,45]. In the SM they go via
W -loop diagrams; adding a down-type singlet quark introduces new Z-loop diagrams, using
the FCNC couplings z
ij
(H-loops are usually negligible). These can be incorporated into
the conventional analyses by adding their contributions into the coecients of the eective







in Appendix A. The ratio of  (b! q) (where q = d; s) to the inclusive semileptonic decay




































































































, the coecients h
i
, and the exponents a
i
from the 8 
8 anomalous dimension matrix [46] are given in Appendix A. The phase-space factor 
is dened below Eq.(63) and the QCD correction factor  for the semileptonic process







)= with f(r; 0; 0) = 2:41 [47]. We remark that the FCNC
diagrams include not only Z-loops but also tree-level Z-exchanges between the b-quark and
the spectator antiquark in a decaying B-meson, not commented upon in previous literature.





decay amplitudes [48], so we do not pursue them here.






, since the QCD












































 0:04 : (68)





). On the other hand, one expects from the general decoupling theorem [49] that
z
db
is much smaller than z
sb
.
An up-type singlet quark can also be considered. Its contribution is the same as from a











































where the matching conditions for the relevant Wilson coecients are again given in Ap-
pendix A. The major contributions to B(b ! q) are now the t- and x-quark loop terms




, for the same



















, an enhancement or suppression relative to the SM can be expected (as with a fourth
generation [50]).
Figure 4 shows the b ! s rate versus m
x








j, for the SM

















within a sign, so that deviations from the SM are maximized. We note








j helps to guarantee that B(b ! d)
with a u-type singlet remains close to the SM.
(e) Z decays
We turn now to FDNC eects. At tree level, introducing mixing with a singlet quark x







































), leaving right-handed couplings unchanged; see Eqs. (12),(20). We shall
neglect singlet-mixing eects at one-loop level, where they are small corrections to small
corrections.
The Z partial decay widths, branching fractions and asymmetry measurements directly
22
probe the FDNC Zqq couplings. Z ! b

b decay is an interesting case to consider, since there
is at present some discrepancy between the LEP data [31] and the SM prediction for the
ratio R
b





(LEP) = 0:2202  0:0020 ; R
b
(SM) = 0:2156  0:0004 : (70)
Since b  x mixing reduces the Z ! bb coupling, it would make the discrepancy worse. The





































are the axial and vector Zbb couplings, so down-





inadvisable to derive a limit on V
ob
from this result alone, however, since the SM itself is on
the verge of being excluded. Many models with down-type singlets also give corrections to
Z ! b

b from mixing Z with a new Z
0
; these too are typically negative [21].
A global comparison of all FDNC eects with the latest LEP and SLC data leads to the



























assuming at most one singlet quark mixes with each conventional quark. From these num-
bers, unitarity of V then gives
jV
ox
j > 0:996; jV
qx
j < 0:089; (q = u; c; t): (72)
(f) Other FDNC eects
Singlet mixing could also change FDNC eects in neutrino scattering and atomic parity-
violation measurements [20], but there appear to be no useful constraints from this quarter.
VII. CP ASYMMETRIES
The amount of CP violation in the SM is measured by the size of the unitarity triangle
in Fig. 1. How this CP violation shows up in decays is determined by the angles of the
23































that characterize CP violation, are directly measurable in B
d
decays with b! c and b! u


























, which will prove much harder at a B factory because of the small branching
fraction and the possible contamination from penguin contributions.] Present information
on the third generation couplings does not tell us much about the asymmetries. Future
improved measurements of the CKM mixing angles will pin down the SM prediction more
precisely. We nd the biggest uncertainty in the SM asymmetries stems from the uncertainty
in V
ub
, a quantity ripe for better measurement at a B-factory.
We assume as usual that the asymmetries are dominated by the interference between




































! f) sin(m t) ; (74)







at a time t = 0, and Im (B
d
! f) is the time-independent asym-
metry. The quantity Im (B
d
! f) is   sin 2 and sin 2 for f =  K
S












We consider the allowed range for the Wolfenstein parameterization involving  and 
recently given in Ref. [51]. The angles  and  are easily related to  and  through the























In the presence of d-type singlet quarks the unitarity triangle becomes a quadrangle
as described in Section III, and the CP asymmetries in B decays are altered from SM
expectations. The deviations occur in two ways.
(1) The angles  and  no longer have SM values, because the revised unitarity constraint
yields dierent allowed ranges and more general phases for the CKM elements.






oscillation contribution from tree-levelZ-mediated graphs.












































































































































The contribution of z
db
to the unitarity quadrangle can be described by a magnitude







). This phase can take any value between 0 and 2, but
the magnitude must be consistent with closure of the quadrangle. In Fig. 5 we show the

































j = 0:204, jV
ub
j = 0:0035, jV
cb
j = 0:40, m
t
= 174 GeV and 
B


















mixing from Eqs. (48) and (52), and the the mixing parameter x
d














can be quite large, as indicated by Eq. (68), but Fig. 5 shows big eects
even with much smaller 
d





negative in the SM, but with suciently large 
d
one can obtain positive values [22,24]. The
eect of singlet quarks on CP asymmetries can therefore be dramatic [22,24].











Here the SM expectation covers the entire range, so merely measuring the sign of the CP
asymmetry could not upset the SM. But given well-determined CKM elements, deviations
from SM predictions could be signicant and could provide evidence for singlet quarks.
VIII. GUT SOURCES OF SINGLET QUARKS
(a) Generalities
GUT models provide arguments for the existence of particles with exotic quantum num-
bers, but also impose restrictions upon them. In this Section, we explore the constraints on
singlet-quark models implied by coupling-constant unication and perturbativity. Most of
the examples we consider are supersymmetric models, and one must bear in mind that these
models have extra contributions to the processes described above, so that the constraints
obtained can be aected.
Singlet quarks considered alone do not introduce gauge (or gravitational) anomalies, but
they spoil the successful gauge coupling unication of the minimal supersymmetric model
(MSSM) if the singlets are below the GUT scale, since they change the running of the
SU(3) and U(1) couplings but not the SU(2) coupling. For down-type singlets, this can be
remedied by adding more fermions to ll out the 5 and 5

representations of SU(5) or the
10 of SO(10); see the examples below.
26
For up-type singlets, however, it is harder to nd a consistent scenario, if one believes
that gauge coupling unication is due to a GUT symmetry and therefore wants to retain the
desert between the GUT scale and the scale of the exotic fermions. The model of Barbieri
and Hall [5] postulates that singlet quarks arise as supersymmetric partners (gauginos) of
gauge bosons from a unication group that assigns a fourth color to leptons, so here the
singlet with the right quantum numbers to mix with the top quark is not a matter fermion at
all. We can introduce top-like singlets as matter fermions by assigning them to the adjoint
representation of the GUT group. The smallest suitable representation of matter fermions
is then the 45 of SO(10), or the 78 of E
6
. But these representations are too large; they
destroy the asymptotic freedom of the strong coupling, and contain extra doublet quarks
besides. Alternatively, in the context of SU(5), we can introduce one up-type singlet quark
by adding one extra light 10 and one 10

representation; these bring one extra vector-singlet
lepton plus a vector-doublet of quarks too, and restore gauge unication with b
3
= 0 at one-
loop level. Two-loop eects become large, however, and large threshold corrections must
be invoked to restore gauge coupling unication. Apart from this 10+ 10

scenario, there
appears to be no simple way to arrive at a low-energy model with up-type singlet quarks
from a desert GUT model.
(b) One-loop evolution equations























with t = ln(=M
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evolves too fast compared to 
 1
3
. Simply adding singlet quarks










slowly. Some dierent particle content is needed.
The MSSM, with additional supersymmetric particle content and two Higgs doublets,






















  9 ; (87)
where n
G
= 3 is the number of light generations of matter and n
H
= 1 is the number of pairs
















































These singlet quark contributions upset the MSSM unication as shown in Fig. 7. However,
unication can be restored by adding exotic fermions to ll out one or more representations
of SU(5). For example, in an E
6
model the basic 27 representation has the decompositions
16+ 10+ 1 in the SO(10) subgroup, which in turn are (10 + 5

+ 1) + (5+ 5
0
) + 1 in
SU(5). If the full 27 of fermions is light, the down-type quarks are supplemented by colorless






















  9 : (93)
where n
G
is now the number of light generations of E
6
matter, assuming that the light Higgses
are external to the 27 representations. Thus all b
i
are shifted by the same amount n
G
from
the MSSM case; all values of 
 1
i





unication is preserved. Note incidentally that with the usual three generations we now
have b
3
= 0 and the strong coupling ceases to run.
However, one usually assumes instead that the pair of Higgs doublets comes from the















  9 ; (96)
and the gauge coupling unication is again problematic. One solution would be to get back
to the previous successful beta functions by adding two new particles with the quantum
numbers of two Higgs doublets. Alternatively, we might have hoped that the two-loop
contributions could rescue gauge coupling unication, since the gauge couplings are all larger
than in the MSSM, making two-loop contributions more important. Unfortunately the sign
of the two-loop term pushes the SU(3) coupling further away from the electroweak couplings.
Nevertheless, this example shows that two-loop contributions could be important.
(c) Two-loop evolution equations


































































































)  9 ; (100)














, and 5 representa-
tions of SU(5), and n
H
light pairs of Higgs doublets (from a split representation) . The
two-loop coecients b
ij
are listed in Appendix B. The model-dependent contributions from
the Yukawa couplings at two-loop order have been neglected. In the absence of split repre-
sentations the entries are related by simple SU(3) and SU(2) group factors. The second 5
0
representation contains the multiplet (H;x
c
d
) which may come from either the 10 or the 16
representation of SO(10).
29
For rank 5 E
6
models there is an extra U(1) that enters into the gauge coupling evolution
equations at the two-loop level. There is a one-parameter family of extra U(1)'s orthogonal
to U(1)
Y
. Three popular models [53] are characterized as follows:
(1) the SO(10) singlet fermion is inert, with respect to the extra U(1).





have exactly the same quantum numbers.







the quantum numbers for the full 27 of E
6
in Table II. Notice that for the rst model the
16 of SO(10) decomposes as 10+ 5
0
+ 1. The rst two models could actually arise from
an SO(10) theory, since Tr Y vanishes across each SO(10) multiplet, while the third model
is distinctively E
6
(as are all the rest of the rank 5 models). In the last model it is natural
for the entire 27 to be light. [We note that the extra abelian groups are often referred to






[4]; the models (2) and (3) considered here then




respectively, while the model (1) is a




.] For these three models one obtains, in addition to














































































































and the two-loop contributions are listed in the Appendix B. We use the subscript p (for













are the number of light singlets with the quantum numbers given
in Table II. In a general model with more than one U(1) factor, one must account for the
mixing between the U(1)'s in the renormalization group equations [54]. This complication
does not arise if one considers only unication trajectories. In any event the practical eect
of the extra U(1) on the evolution is small. The above equations have been derived for an
arbitrary number of dierent representations of SU(5), but split representations in the 10
30
of SO(10) have been allowed for (10 ! 5 + 5

! H + H), since they may be needed to

















. One can also consider the continuous family of rank 5 E
6
models
that include the three above, but as far as gauge coupling unications is concerned they
oer no new features.
An E
6

















= 3 (from the usual decomposition of the 27 representation). If only complete 27
multiplets of E
6
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These results allow us to examine gauge unication with dierent numbers of light gen-
erations of exotic matter, with or without a pair of light Higgses from a split representation.










= 0 with n
H





is immaterial as far as SU(5) is concerned), and the Higgs contribu-
tion is vital for successful unication.






= 1 and keeping n
H
= 1) yields successful gauge coupling unication as shown
in Fig. 8. With three generations, however, the two-loop corrections threaten to spoil uni-
cation; they also make 
3
increase toward the GUT scale (although b
3
= 0 at one-loop).
31
On the other hand, one expects the low-energy threshold corrections to be more signicant
in this case [55], and ultimately the success of unication depends on the details of the




based models. Here one needs some split representation since otherwise the elec-
troweak couplings do not run fast enough for successful unication. (Some attempts at E
6
phenomenology have assumed that the Higgs pair comes from a complete light representa-
tion.) The two-loop contributions do not help since they tend to slow the running of the
strong coupling constant, or even make it grow in the case where the one-loop beta function
b
3
is exactly zero (as happens for three generations of light E
6
matter). Although asymptotic
freedom is lost above the exotic fermion mass scale, this is not necessarily a problem for
gauge coupling unication as long as the two-loop eects do not make 
3
nonperturbative
below the GUT scale. One has gauge unication at the same scale as in the MSSM (neglect-




) still perturbative, though





= 3. In all E
6
models one expects 
3
to run more slowly than in





making two-loop contributions more important. We nd that the latter destroy unication
if there are three light generations of E
6
matter (very similar to the case in Fig. 8) even
when an extra Higgs pair is included; there are model-dependent deviations from the curves
in Fig. 8, due to the presence of the extra U(1), but these are very small. Gauge coupling




) to be reduced below the MSSM prediction by about 15%.
Unication could conceivably still be rescued by threshold corrections from large splittings
in the SU(5) multiplets at low energy. With three complete generations excluding the Hig-
gses, the situation is much worse as shown in Fig. 9.
(iv) SU(5) models with an extra 10 and 10






are the same. Two-loop contributions to the RGE's become
relatively more important, and gauge coupling unication becomes problematic without
32
large threshold corrections.
We have followed a philosophy of preferring the least number of split representations
possible. It is possible to make gauge coupling unication work without an intermediate
scale far removed from the electroweak scale by relaxing this constraint. In fact, a non-
supersymmetric left-right E
6
model has been proposed recently [56] in which the SU(2)
R
is
broken at 1 TeV.
(e) Yukawa evolution
One can consider the evolution of Yukawa couplings in this new scenario where the QCD
coupling does not run as rapidly as it does in the MSSM. For b
3
= 0 one can immediately
solve the one-loop renormalization group equations (neglecting the SU(2) and U(1) couplings
















































to be the linear combination of the Higgs doublets and singlets











































are the running U(1) gauge couplings (and hence contain some model dependence).

























































































































are some (in general model-dependent) coecients of the U(1) gauge








Since the gauge coupling values near the GUT scale are much larger than they are in the
minimal supersymmetric model, one expects the top Yukawa coupling to be driven much
faster to its xed point value from below. The general result is that if singlet quarks are
accompanied by other exotics fermions to ll out representations of SU(5), then the top-






) over a wide range of values for the top
quark GUT scale Yukawa; see Fig. 10. The presence of the coupling 
S
in the top quark
coupling RGE could soften the attraction to the xed point, but requiring it to remain
perturbative up to the GUT scale prevents it from destroying the xed point solution, as
shown in the NMSSM model [57].

















































































The singlet quark Yukawa couplings 
d
i
also have infrared xed points [58], essentially



















Unfortunately this does not yield a prediction for the singlet quark mass since the Higgs






[58]. When the singlet quark Yukawa is at its xed point, it saturates this upper limit.
One can also consider the implications of bottom-tau unication in the context of these
E
6








































. However, we nd that since the gauge couplings are larger over the entire
range of scales between M
GUT
and the electroweak scale, the Yukawa couplings have to
be correspondingly larger to cancel o the contributions from the gauge couplings. In the
MSSM, the top Yukawa is often forced into the infrared xed point region. In the E
6
model





Quark singlets oer an interesting example of physics beyond the SM. They mix with
the ordinary fermions. They impact a wide variety of experimental measurements, as they
generate tree-level FCNC's, introduce unitarity violation in the SM CKM matrix, inuence
neutral meson-antimeson oscillations, and modify CP asymmetries. These objects can be
produced by strong, electromagnetic and weak-neutral-current interactions, and produce





; higher limits 85-131
GeV apply in certain particular scenarios (see Section IV).
We have collected the available bounds on singlet quark mixing; some have been up-












X constraints and the unitarity
implications of FDNC bounds, have not appeared explicitly before (see Sections III-VI).
The present limits on the 4  4 mixing matrix elements connecting one new singlet quark
35















































































































































































































We have discussed possible eects of singlet quarks on b ! d; s decays, and have
illustrated how a u-type singlet could either increase or decrease the SM rate for b ! s
(Fig.4). We have pointed out that small x   q mixing reduces the branching fraction for
36
Z ! qq decays; in the interesting case Z ! b

b, this would worsen the present discrepancy
between SM and experiment. We have given new illustrations of ways that singlet quarks
can cause substantial deviations from SM expectations for CP-asymmetries of neutral B




) can have the opposite sign to the SM
value.
In the GUT context, singlet quarks cannot simply be added by themselves to the SM or
MSSM, since this would destroy gauge coupling unication (Fig.7); they must be accompa-
nied by other members of exotic fermion multiplets. Down-type singlet quarks are readily
accommodated in grand unied extensions of the SM; as a minimal scenario, they can be
realized by adding one or more extra generations of 5 and 5

representations of SU(5), that
imply extra vector-doublet leptons too. This exotic matter together with the SM matter
content ts into the 27 representation of E
6





an SU(5) subgroup). Adding extra complete multiplets of SU(5) preserves (at the one-loop
level) the successful unication of gauge couplings in the MSSM, since a complete multiplet
contributes equally to the evolution of each coupling. However, more than three generations
of exotic matter will destroy asymptotic freedom for 
3
at one loop (Fig.8).
As in the MSSM, gauge coupling unication in a desert model can be achieved by as-
suming that split representations exist. In the context of models with singlet quarks, this
means that there must be an additional pair of light Higgs doublets, in addition to the pairs
that are included with the singlet quarks in the 5 and 5

representations. (The MSSM is
then a special case consisting of no singlet quarks and one light pair of Higgs doublets).
An up-type singlet quark is not contained as elegantly in GUT Models; it does not appear
in the smallest representations, and its role is less clear. As a minimal prescription, it can be
introduced by adding one extra light 10 and one 10

representation of SU(5) that get their
mass from an SU(5) singlet Higgs boson; this implies extra vector-doublet quarks and a
vector-singlet charged lepton too, preserving MSSM gauge coupling unication with b
3
= 0
at one loop (Fig.8). Less minimally, it can also be realized in the SO(10) group with an
extra light 45 (adjoint) representation (which decomposes to 24+10

+10+1 in an SU(5)
37
subgroup), but this leads to nonperturbative gauge couplings at the GUT scale if the entire
45 is required to be light.
Two-loop eects are typically small in most GUT models, but if one includes extra
representations of matter then the evolution of the strong coupling is diminished and it
might even increase (no asymptotic freedom) toward the GUT scale. In a situation where
the strong gauge coupling does not evolve at the one-loop level, we nd that the two-
loop eects become relatively more important and can make gauge coupling unication
problematic, e.g. for three complete generations of E
6
27-plet matter. However one expects
the low-energy threshold corrections to be more signicant in this case, and ultimately the
success of unication depends on the details of the low-energy spectrum. Two-loop eects
also threaten perturbativity and asymptotic freedom of 
3
(Figs.8-9).
Fixed points play a role in these extended model, with the top quark and the down-type
singlet(s) masses possibly determined by the gauge couplings and the associated vevs. With
extended matter content and larger gauge couplings, the top Yukawa coupling is driven









) becomes harder to accomodate, and fails in the E
6
model with three light
generations.
X. APPENDIX A
In this appendix we collect a few results needed for the analysis of b ! q (q = s; d)
in Section VI. The SM magnetic and chromomagnetic couplings for avor-changing b ! q








































































































































































































;  0:6494;  0:0380;  0:0186;  0:0057)
(122)


























































We here collect some two-loop results needed in Section VIII. The two-loop RGE coe-
cients for an arbitrary number of 10, 5

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FIG. 1. Unitarity of the 3  3 CKM matrix implies triangle relations like the one shown. In
4 4 mixing cases the triangle relations become quadrangle relations.













FIG. 3. Singlet quark mixing can give meson-antimeson oscillations via induced FCNC tree







FIG. 4. Eects of a Q =
2
3
singlet quark on b! s decay. The branching fraction normalized

























have the same phase within an overall  sign, shown
on the label.




) in the presence of down-type singlet quarks.




(dened by Eq. (83)) there are no solutions as the unitarity quadrangle cannot be made to close.






) in the presence of down-type singlet quarks.




are dened by Eq. (83).
FIG. 7. One-loop gauge coupling evolution, adding either one d-type singlet (n
x
d




= 1) to the MSSM. The singlets leave the SU(2)
L
gauge coupling unaected
at one-loop, but alter the evolution of the other gauge couplings and destroy unication.
FIG. 8. One-loop and two-loop gauge coupling evolution with the addition of dierent numbers
of light 10 multiplets of SO(10) to the MSSM. Successful gauge coupling unication is preserved
with the addition of one or two 10-plets, but is threatened by two-loop eects when three light
10-plets are added to the MSSM.
48
FIG. 9. Two-loop gauge coupling evolution where the electroweak scale matter consists of three
light 27's. Gauge coupling unication is unsuccessful without the presence of a light pair of Higgs
doublets from a split representation. The result for the case including a pair of light Higgs doublets
is shown in Fig. (8).
FIG. 10. The evolution of the top quark Yukawa coupling in the presence of three light 10
multiplets of SO(10) added to the MSSM. The top quark Yukawa coupling reaches its infrared
xed point for a large range of initial (GUT) values, 
tG
. The curves show 
tG
between 0.2 and 4
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